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ON THE COVER
University of South Florida St. Petersburg Residence Hall and Dining Facility
St. Petersburg, Florida
Beck | Envision: Architecture, Preconstruction, Construction, Sustainability
The University of South Florida St. Petersburg’s newest 125,000 SF student housing and dining facility will
house 375-beds and the university’s first full-service dining facility with seating for 325. Designed and built by
The Beck Group with MBE partner, Envision, the first floor features the dining hall with a spacious communal
kitchen and a large lounge with multiple seating areas.
The rooms in the residence hall are suite-style, with the majority being four-bed, two-bath double-occupancy
units. The remainder of the rooms are two-bed, one-bath single-occupancy units, with about half designated
as “flex” units capable of converting to double occupancy. Each floor in the facility includes a student lounge
and study room, and a community laundry space.
The Beck Group and Envision are seeking LEED certification for the facility to align with USF St. Petersburg’s
emphasis on sustainability.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS: WHY NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME TO BUY
CONSTRUCTION TRADES SAYS FAVORABLE PRICING AND FEES, MATERIAL COSTS, AND
AVAILABLE LABOR MAKE NOW THE RIGHT TIME TO BUY SERVICES
Eight months have passed since the COVID-19 pandemic emerged as a threat to our physical and economic
well-being. Despite its essential status, many new and existing construction projects across the country,
were shuttered or put on hold, creating uncertainty in the marketplace.
As we transitioned into summer, projects that were already underway slowly and safely reopened. With
summer’s end and November’s federal election looming, the question for many owners and developers now
becomes, “How strong is the market, and is now the right time to purchase construction services?”
To provide clarity around these questions, we interviewed 28 trade partners. We inquired about labor and
material costs in their industry1, current workload and backlog forecast, and gaps in workload and when they
occurred. We also asked for input on projects that are closing in on being bid-ready. Are there savings today
versus six months ago or a year ago? When is the best time to bid for the most competitive pricing (i.e., when
do they need the work the most)?
Despite the differences between the trade industries, all of our partners agree: now is the ideal time to
purchase construction services. Continue reading to learn why now is the right time to buy.
LABOR COSTS VARY, WHILE OVERALL MATERIAL PRICES REMAIN MOSTLY STEADY
•

•

The pandemic’s impact on the project on labor has been varied, depending on the company’s size,
type of project (new versus renovation), industry sector, current workload and backlog, and demand for
skilled and specialized workers.
• Eight companies initiated layoffs, furloughs, and wage cuts, while two firms plan reductions in
force or pay cuts if backlogs don’t improve soon.
• Sixteen companies have not initiated layoffs, furloughs, or wage cuts due to strong current
and anticipated 2021 project work and the need to keep skilled workers in a tight construction
labor market.
Building material prices were mostly steady to higher. Some trade partners report that they have
received notifications of scheduled price increases in Q4 2020 and Q1 2021.

“We’re pursuing more residential work
due to lack of commercial projects.”

“Our backlog is about half of what it was
this same time last year.”

Turnkey Concrete Trade Partner

Glass Trade Partner

“We can provide the best deals now if
bids are locked-in between now and
November.”

“March and April seemed to be
the hardest hit months for bidding
opportunities, but it has been steady
since.”

Turnkey Concrete Trade Partner

Roofing Trade Partner

1

Industries interviewed include: turnkey concrete, precast, steel, masonry, millwork, waterproofing, metal panels, roofing, glass, drywall, tile, paint, electrical,
mechanical, concrete paving, tower cranes, elevators, and fire suppression.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS: WHY NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME TO BUY
TRADES REPORT MEDIOCRE WORKLOAD AND BACKLOGS
•
•

Sixteen companies reported that their current workload and backlog remains healthy.
Twenty-four companies reported weakness or gaps in workload and backlog, primarily due to the
coronavirus’s initial surge in spring and early summer.

FEWER PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES CREATE COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR OWNERS
•
•

•
•

•
•

Few trade partners reported little if any savings on projects. Those that did said savings would be in
fees (ranging from 2 to 5 percent).
Many trade partners have engaged in or have seen aggressive bidding for projects within the past six
months. Some have even taken a hit to their profit margins to win bids. We may see more bidding wars
if more project work does not appear.
New project opportunities exist, but start dates are extending into Q2 2021 and later. Clients can
expect highly competitive prices for services because there are fewer available projects than last year.
Many trades expect pricing to increase soon to cover rising building material costs due to COVID-19
supply chain issues. In the past two months:
• Gypsum increased as much as 15 percent
• Aluminum increased by 18 percent
• Steel pipe has seen a 7 percent increase in September; there is an expectation it will increase
another 10-20 percent by the end of Q1, 2021
Hospitality, retail, and office projects area have been hit the hardest in the pandemic, while industrial,
data center, and some healthcare and school projects have fared better.
Nearly all of the trade partners listed the following reasons why projects were canceled or delayed:
• Global pandemic’s impact on the economy.
• Uncertainty over the direction of the economy ahead of the 2020 general election.
• Owners/developers don’t want to resume work on projects based on expectations that project
costs will move lower due to market conditions.

WHY NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME TO BUY
Even with the potential of higher material and labor costs, we are still seeing an overall 5-10 percent savings
in most markets for our owners. This value is for projects that are shovel-ready and starting within the next
six to nine months.

“Material prices were steady until this
month (September) notification that
all metal (coil and aluminum) and dry
materials will increase. 15 percent
increase per square foot for gypsum.”
Metal Panels Trade Partner

“A lot of aggressive pricing is going on;
we’ve been bidding quite a bit of work for
the past few months.”
Drywall Trade Partner

“Our backlog is about half of what it was
this same time last year.”
Glass Trade Partner

“The backlog does not look good;
anticipate softness in the market in Q1
and Q2 but think it should improve in the
second half of next year.”
Drywall Trade Partner
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COST COMMENTARY
We polled our internal preconstruction experts on current market pricing conditions in the markets we serve.
Research on the following pages and will now be updated with the release of each cost report. Prices on
individual projects may vary depending on a project’s scope. The experts on page 15 can provide a more
accurate estimate for your project.
OFFICE

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

DALLAS/
FORT WORTH

DENVER

TAMPA

CHARLOTTE

$119-145

$115-141

$113-138

$119-146

$117-143

$119-146

$145-177

$141-173

$138-168

$146-179

$144-176

$146-178

$161-197

$157-192

$153-187

$162-198

$160-195

$162-198

$70-116

$68-113

$66-110

$70-117

$69-115

$70-117

TILT WALL OFFICE (CORE AND SHELL, 1-4
STORIES) Cost/SF

Cost represents a low-rise office building, utilizing a
site-cast, tiltwall panel exterior façade with moderate
architectural detailing and minimal exterior elements.
Superstructure is comprised of steel joist/joist
girder construction. Interior elements are limited to
core/shell services only. Tenant improvements and
sitework are excluded.

MID RISE OFFICE (CORE AND SHELL, 4-6
STORIES) Cost/SF

Cost represents a mid-rise office building, utilizing
a CIP flat-plate superstructure. Exterior envelope
is comprised of moderate architectural detailing,
including 50% curtainwall elements and 50% solid
materials. Interior elements are limited to core/shell
services only. Tenant improvements, related parking,
and sitework are excluded.

HIGH RISE OFFICE (CORE AND SHELL, 7+
STORIES) Cost/ SF

Cost represents a high-rise office building, utilizing
a CIP pan slab superstructure. Exterior envelope
is comprised of moderate architectural detailing
and 100% curtainwall materials. Interior elements
are limited to core/shell services only. Tenant
improvements, related parking, and sitework are
excluded.

FINISH OUT Cost/ SF

Cost represents interior finish-out of all non-core/
shell spaces with moderate finishes, a blend of openoffice and hard-wall personal and public meeting
spaces, and average services/amenities. Excludes
retail and/or restaurant spaces.
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COST COMMENTARY
HEALTHCARE

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

DALLAS/
FORT WORTH

DENVER

TAMPA

CHARLOTTE

ACUTE CARE HOSPITAL
Cost/SF

$427-522

$415-508

$405-495

$430-525

$422-516

$429-525

FREE STANDING EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
Cost/SF

$332-406

$323-395

$315-385

$334-409

$329-402

$334-408

AMBULATORY SURGERY CENTER
Cost/SF

$379-464

$369-451

$360-440

$382-467

$376-459

$382-466

MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING
Cost/SF

$211-316

$205-308

$200-300

$212-318

$209-313

$212-318

PATIENT FLOOR RENOVATIONS
Cost/SF

$237-290

$231-282

$225-275

$239-292

$235-287

$238-291

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RENOVATIONS
Cost/SF

$213-261

$208-254

$203-248

$215-263

$211-258

$215-262

DIAGNOSTIC & TREATMENT RENOVATIONS
Cost/SF

$285-348

$277-338

$270-330

$287-350

$282-344

$286-350
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COST COMMENTARY
HIGHER EDUCATION

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

DALLAS/
FORT WORTH

DENVER

TAMPA

CHARLOTTE

$253-338

$246-329

$240-320

$255-340

$251-334

$255-340

$352-430

$342-418

$334-408

$354-433

$348-426

$354-433

$474-580

$461-564

$450-550

$478-584

$469-574

$477-583

$230-282

$224-274

$219-267

$232-284

$228-279

$232-283

$184-225

$179-219

$175-213

$185-226

$182-223

$185-226

$380-465

$370-452

$361-441

$383-468

$376-460

$383-468

RESIDENCE HALLS Cost/SF

Cost represents a mid-rise structure utilizing a CIP flat
slab superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised
of moderate architectural detailing with 25% punched
openings and 75% solid materials. Interior elements
include all areas from public, BOH & service areas, and
residence rooms. Related ground and structured parking,
FFE, and sitework are excluded.

GENERAL CLASSROOM AND OFFICE BUILDINGS
Cost/SF

Cost represents a mid-rise office building, utilizing a CIP
flat-plate superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised
of moderate architectural detailing, including 50%
curtainwall elements and 50% solid materials. Interior
elements include all areas from public, BOH & service
areas, classrooms and office. Related parking and
sitework are excluded.

SCIENCE & LAB BUILDINGS Cost/SF

Cost represents a low to mid-rise building, utilizing a
CIP pan slab plate superstructure. Exterior envelope is
comprised of moderate architectural detailing, including
50% curtainwall elements and 50% solid materials.
Interior elements are limited to core/shell services only.
Related parking and sitework are excluded.

RESIDENCE HALLS RENOVATION Cost/SF

Cost represents renovation of existing residence hall
rooms, limited to new MEP systems, interior finishes and
fixtures only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration or
layout of spaces.

GENERAL CLASSROOM AND OFFICE BUILDINGS
RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of existing office and
classrooms areas, limited to new MEP systems
and interior finishes only. It specifically excludes
reconfiguration of layout of spaces.

SCIENCE & LAB BUILDINGS RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of existing office and
classrooms areas, limited to new MEP systems
and interior finishes only. It specifically excludes
reconfiguration of layout of spaces.
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COST COMMENTARY
FAITH-BASED

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

DALLAS/
FORT WORTH

DENVER

TAMPA

CHARLOTTE

$363-443

$353-431

$344-420

$365-446

$359-438

$364-445

$401-190

$390-477

$381-465

$404-494

$397-485

$403-493

$246-319

$240-310

$234-303

$248-321

$244-316

$284-347

$242-296

$235-288

$230-281

$244-298

$239-293

$243-297

$140-172

$137-167

$133-163

$141-173

$139-170

$141-173

$178-218

$174-212

$169-307

$180-219

$176-216

$179-219

$151-184

$147-179

$143-175

$152-186

$149-182

$152-185

WORSHIP SPACE Cost/SF

Cost represents a building whose program is primarily
centered on a worship-type space, but may contain a
mixture of other spaces. Structure types are generally one
or two level structures and often include long-span trusses.
Exterior envelope is comprised of 20% glass elements
(mixed), and 80% solid materials. Interior elements include
all areas from public, BOH, & service areas, classrooms and
office. Related parking, sitework, and A/V finish-out are
excluded.

CHAPEL Cost/SF

Cost represents a building whose program is primarily
centered on a smaller, chapel type worship space. Structure
types will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope. Full finishes
of interior elements are included. Related parking, sitework,
and A/V finish-out are excluded.

EDUCATION SPACE Cost/SF

Cost represents a building whose program is primarily
centered on educational/classroom space. Structure types
will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope options. Full
finishes of interior element are included. Related parking
and sitework are excluded.

OFFICE Cost/SF

Cost represents a building whose program is primarily
centered on office and administrative space. Structure
types will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope options. Full
finishes of interior element are included. Related parking and
sitework are excluded.

WORSHIP SPACE, RENOVATION Cost/SF

Cost represents renovation of existing worship and related
spaces, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of
spaces.

EDUCATION SPACE, RENOVATION Cost/SF

Cost represents renovation of educational spaces, limited to
new MEP systems and interior finishes only. It specifically
excludes reconfiguration of layout of spaces.

OFFICE, RENOVATION Cost/SF

Cost represents renovation of office and administrative
spaces, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of
spaces.
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COST COMMENTARY
AVIATION

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

DALLAS/
FORT WORTH

DENVER

TAMPA

CHARLOTTE

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING,
ACTIVE CTA/LANDSIDE
Cost/SF

$322-394

$314-384

$306-374

$325-397

$319-390

$324-396

TERMINAL, NEW
GREENFIELD SITE
Cost/SF

$605-740

$589-720

$574-702

$609-745

$599-732

$609-744

TERMINAL, ACTIVE CTA/
LANDSIDE
Cost/SF

$569-695

$554-677

$540-660

$573-700

$563-688

$572-700

TERMINAL, ACTIVE AOA/
AIRSIDE
Cost/SF

$996-1,217

$969-1,184

$945-1,155

$1,003-1,226

$986-1,205

$1,002-1,224

$70,538-86,213

$68,643- 83,897

$66,938-81,813

$71,040-86,826

$69,825-$85,342

$70,945-86,711

BHS SYSTEM, NEW
Cost/Motor Drive
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COST COMMENTARY
PARKING
SURFACE PARKING Cost/Space

Cost represents a relatively flat site with cast-in-place
concrete, parking striping, and appropriate signage.

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

DALLAS/
FORT WORTH

DENVER

$4,2215,160

$4,1085,021

$4,006-4,896

$4,2525,196

$19,91725,449

$19,38224,765

$18,900-24,150

$20,05825,630

$19,71525,192

$20,03225,596

$26,55533,932

$25,84233,020

$25,20032,200

$20,20024,255

$26,28733,589

$26,70934,128

$35,56564,018

$34,61062,298

$33,75060,750

$46,00055,200

N/A

$35,77164,387

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

DALLAS/
FORT WORTH

DENVER

TAMPA

CHARLOTTE

$426,784521,624

$415,320507,613

$405,000495,000

$429,820525,336

$422,471516,353

$429,248524,637

$379,363463,666

$369,173451,212

$360,000440,000

$382,062466,965

$375,530458,981

$381,554466,344

$331,943405,708

$323,026394,810

$315,000385,000

$334,305408,594

$328,589401,608

$333,860408,051

TAMPA

CHARLOTTE

$4,179-5,107 $4,246-5,189

GARAGE PRECAST (ABOVE GRADE, 350 SF/SPACE)
Cost/Space

Cost represents an efficient 3-5 level, precast
superstructure, with pre-topped double-tees, sheer walls,
and spandrel panels serving as both vehicle impact barrier
system and architectural façade elements. Limited to no
interior finishes other than required vertical circulation. No
below-grade parking. Other sitework is excluded.

GARAGE CAST IN PLACE (ABOVE GRADE, 350 SF/
SPACE) Cost/Space

Cost represents an efficient 3-5 level, CIP flat-plate
superstructure, with barrier cable system as vehicle impact
barrier, and precast spandrel panels as architectural façade
elements. Limited to no interior finishes other than required
vertical circulation. No below-grade parking. Other sitework
is excluded.

UNDERGROUND PARKING (400 SF/SPACE)
Cost/Space

Cost represents an efficient 3-5 level structure with 2
additional levels of below-grade parking. CIP flat-plate
superstructure, with barrier cable system as vehicle impact
barrier, and precast spandrel panels as archictectural
facade elements. Limited to no interior finishes other than
required vertical circulation. Other sitework is excluded.

SITEWORK
<5 ACRES, URBAN Cost/AC

Cost represents an urban site, less than 5 Acres in total
area. Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes
demolition costs. Cost includes underground utilities from
an accessible point at the perimeter of the site to a point of
connection 5’ outside of the building and has allowances for
landscaping, hardscaping, and parking area.

5-15 ACRES Cost/AC

Cost represents a site between 5-15 acres in total area.
Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes demolition
costs. Cost includes underground utilities from an accessible
point at the perimeter of the site to a point of connection 5’
outside of the building and has allowances for landscaping,
hardscaping, and parking area.

>15 ACRES Cost/AC

Cost represents a site greater than 15 acres in total area.
Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes demolition
costs.Cost includes underground utilities from an accessible
point at the perimeter of the site to a point of connection 5’
outside of the building and has allowances for landscaping,
hardscaping, and parking area.
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MARKET SUMMARY
EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH
During the last five months, the construction industry has added 689,000 jobs, recovering approximately
64% of the jobs lost since the start of the pandemic. The construction unemployment rate was 7.1 percent
in September, up 3.9 points from the same time last year. Unemployment across all industries fell from 8.4
percent in August to 7.9 percent last month.
The most current data available on architectural employment is from July, and it shows that the industry lost
an additional 6,000 positions from June to July, declining to total employment of 183,100. This is the lowest
level seen in nearly four years. In total, the industry has lost 16,900 jobs since the beginning of the pandemic
(employment is 8.5 percent below the pre-pandemic peak in February), with the greatest losses occurring in
April and July.
The recession has raised unemployment everywhere, but its effects have been amplified where the economy
was more reliant on the hardest-hit sectors like hospitality and retail. This recession has not had as severe an
impact on construction as the 2008 market crash and the worst of its impact appears to have been in April.
Recovery is expected to take some time and is unlikely to make significant progress until the pandemic is
under control. Social distancing and other new protocols to control the spread of COVID-19 will become the
new normal for the industry. These measures are expected to reduce productivity on work sites by as much
as 20 percent and increase both schedules and costs.
MONTHLY UNEMPLOYMENT PERCENTAGE
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MARKET SUMMARY
INPUT PRICES AND CONSTRUCTION SPENDING
Construction input prices are slowly increasing in the most recent reporting from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics Producer Price Index data.
PRODUCER PRICE INDEX - LAST 12 MONTHS

-1.4%

Prestressed Concrete Products
AC Paving Mixtures and Blocks

-5.4%

Asphalt Roofing & Siding

1.7%

Concrete Block and Brick

3.6%

Concrete Pipe

1.3%

Ready-Mixed Concrete

0.9%

Precast Concrete Products

2.2%

Brick and Structural Clay Tile

2.4%

Plastic Construction Products

1.3%

Flatt Glass

1.0%
0.5%

Gypsum Products

-0.1%

Insulation Materials

26.7%

Lumber and Plywood

3.3%

Architectural Coatings
Steel Pipe and tube

-5.6%
7.9%
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9.8%
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-0.5%
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-2.2%
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-5%
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CONSTRUCTION SPENDING (IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
CHANGE AUG ‘20 FROM AUG ‘20

JUL ‘20

JUN ‘20

MAY ‘20

APR ‘20

APR ‘19

Total Construction

1,412,823

1,392,653

1,383,647

1,369,363

1,387,936

1,378,956

1.4

2.5

Nonresidential

814,267

815,184

821,034

821,576

818,044

819,794

-0.1

-0.7

Total Private Construction

1,061,431

1,041,710

1,028,280

1,010,666

1,036,617

1,045,776

1.9

1.5

Nonresidential

471,994

473,425

474,559

471,110

474,278

493,268

-0.3

-4.3

Total Public Construction

351,392

350,943

355,366

358,697

351,318

333,180

0.1

5.5

Nonresidential

342,273

341,759

346,475

350,466

343,765

326,526

0.2

4.8

Sources: abc.org | bls.gov | census.gov | ccorpinsights.com

JUL ‘20

AUG ‘19
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MARKET SUMMARY
AIA BILLINGS INDEX
In August, the AIA billings score remained at 40 for a third consecutive month, indicating continued stalled
business conditions for architecture firms. Inquiries into new projects grew in August for the first time since
February and the value of new design contracts increased to a score of 46.0, indicating that fewer firms
reported a decline this month, despite the fact that they remained negative overall. Firms reported that 48
percent of their design projects have seen no significant problems since the pandemic began; a one quarter
reported their projects have seen significant delays by the client, contractors, or government agencies; an
additional 12 percent of projects have significantly changed; one in five projects has been canceled or put
on indefinite hold since the start of the pandemic.
ARCHITECTURE BILLINGS INDEX

29.5

32

40

40

40

Apr ‘20

May ‘20

Jun ‘20

Jul ‘20

Aug ‘20

INDUSTRY CONFIDENCE INDEX
Firms are beginning to believe that the current market downturn will not begin to recover for another year.
ENR’s latest Construction Industry Confidence Index survey had plunged 20 points to a 36 rating in the
second quarter of 2020 and only gained two points to a 38 rating in the third quarter. The index measures
executive sentiment about the market; a rating above 50 shows a growing market. The current ratings are
comparable to 2010, when the industry struggled to recover from the financial meltdown of 2008. However,
many industry executives believe the market will be back in a growth mode by the end of 2021. In the survey,
42 percent of respondents believe that the market will be growing in 12 to 18 months, compared with only 25
percent who believe it will still be in decline.
YEARLY CONFIDENCE INDEX

51

52

56

Q3 2019

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

Source: enr.com | aia.org

36

38

Q2 2020

Q3 2020
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NATIONAL REPORTS
Below is a snapshot of what national publications report in the design and construction industry.

CLICK
HERE

AIA Architecture Billings Index

CLICK
HERE

ENR Quarterly Cost Reports

CLICK
HERE

Dodge Data & Analytics Newsroom

CLICK
HERE

ULI Industry Insights

CLICK
HERE

FMI Insights

CLICK
HERE

Cumming Insights Construction Market Analysis

CLICK
HERE

The Next Normal in Construction
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CONTACT INFORMATION
For questions, please reach out to your market contact:

ATLANTA

David Hutchison
Director of Client Services
DavidHutchison@beckgroup.com
404 949 2307

AUSTIN/
HOUSTON

Ryan Therrell
Director of Client Services
RyanTherrell@beckgroup.com
512 997 5013

CHARLOTTE

Sean Wilson
National Director of Healthcare
SeanWilson@beckgroup.com
980 283 3401

Jeff Ratcliff
Operations Manager
JeffRatcliff@beckgroup.com
214 802 1538

DALLAS

Chad Schieber
Chief Marketing Officer
ChadSchieber@beckgroup.com
214 303 6279

Chad Prochaska
Preconstruction Director
ChadProchaska@beckgroup.com
214 303 6499

DENVER

Doug Spuler
Principal, Architecture
DougSpuler@beckarchitecture.com
720 215 3238

Matt Murray
Preconstruction Executive
MattMurray@beckgroup.com
720 630 3075

FORT WORTH

Scot Bennett
Regional Director
ScotBennett@beckgroup.com
817 255 7808

Dan McCollum
Preconstruction Executive
DanMcCollum@beckgroup.com
817 235 7678

MEXICO CITY

Humberto Trevino
General Director
HumbertoTrevino@beckgroup.com
55 2623 0325

Moises Ramirez
Preconstruction Director
MoisesRamirez@beckgroup.com
55 2623 0325

TAMPA

Caroline Vostrejs
Director of Client Services
CarolineVostrejs@beckgroup.com
813 387 5339

Mark Mendelson
Preconstruction Director
MarkMendelson@beckgroup.com
813 282 3900

Jeff Landefeld
Preconstruction Director
JeffLandefeld@beckgroup.com
404 949 2308
Carter Vecera
Preconstruction Director
CarterVecera@beckgroup.com
512 997 5003

